
CERTEX Danmark A/S opens innovation center in Middelfart
Monday, we received the keys to the office space which will now be the location for our new innovation center. This de-
partment will house our many engineers and technicians, and it will be the place where both lifting tools and cranes are 
designed and developed.

In rapid development
It is no coincidence that CERTEX Danmark A/S, which also has branches in Vojens, Esbjerg, Hvidovre and Aalborg, has 
chosen to open the innovation center in Middelfart. CERTEX Danmark A/S is developing rapidly, and we experience a high 
demand on special products from our customers, which requires space for our growing technical team. The 200 m2 in 
Middelfart will therefore be utilized quickly and we hope that the location in the triangle area close to the motorway and 
only 2.4 km from the train station will attract young new forces to our experienced team.

Developing our own lifting tools
At CERTEX Danmark A/S, we are experts in finding solutions that will optimize and reduce risks in lifting jobs, and we are 
developing a range of tools with exactly that overall purpose. We expect that our portfolio of own developed products will 
grow significantly with this new innovation center, since the resources and framework is now set to support innovative 
solutions and tools.

“I have been very much looking forward to getting the keys to our new domicile, and even more to soon see our engine-
ers and technicians “move in”. We are creating a dynamic work environment where different workstations will enable the 
teams to work close together on innovative projects.” Says Managing Director Majbritt Petersen.

CERTEX Danmark A/S now has 5 departments and together they include in-house sales and service, test center, rigging, 
rental department, forging and machine workshop, innovation center, workroom and warehouse and logistics facilities. 
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